One Lock

Key location guide

Interlocks for
secure stacking
Side open for
easy access

Maximum
Security
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Imagine if technicians had an
extra hour of time each day.
What could they do with that?

Symmetrical
key self
orients into
the lock

Ramped entry allows bait to
stay dry in water-prone areas

With Protecta EVO EXPRESS
technicians will spend
significantly less time setting
up an account and servicing
bait stations. The extra time
can be used to better inspect
and evaluate rodent activity,
implement exclusionary
measures or simply to
enhance account profitability.
Try it and see how much
time and money the
EXPRESS can save you.

Can hold
2 T-Rex
rat traps,
one on each
side of tray
1234567

Ramped entry keeps
Ribs keep lid from hitting
kids and non-target
wall when opening station
wildlife from reaching
bait or traps

When bait tray is removed it
reveals the pre-installed,
custom molded concrete block
which is completely integrated
inside the station. The result
is a secure, weighted station
with a professional appearance.
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Removable tray with
rounded corners
for easy cleaning

Can hold
2 Mini-Rex
mouse traps
one on each
side of tray
Contains 4 vertical
bait positions with
locking rods that
won’t fall out
during cleaning,
option for 2 rods on
each side of tray
1234567

Includes internal
weight located
under removable
bait tray

Internal service
label holder

External
service
label
securing
option
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Single locking
mechanism allows
quick servicing yet
strong enough to
provide a high level
of tamper-resistance

Ramped entry keeps
Ribs keep lid from hitting
kids and non-target
wall when opening station
wildlife from reaching
bait or traps
Weather resistant
Bell barcode sticker is
pre-installed & ready
to use with your
tracking software

Made from 100%
recycled heavy
duty injectionmolded plastic
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When bait tray is removed it
reveals the pre-installed,
custom molded concrete block
which is completely integrated
inside the station. The result
is a secure, weighted station
with a professional appearance.
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Rear mounting
holes allow station
to be secured
to a fence

Service label card
can be zip tied to
outside of station
to meet even the
most stringent
requirements

Living hinge for
years of service
Opening for use
with duck bill anchor
or also used as a
drain hole to clear
excess water

Interlocking area
to securely stack
stations
More Than Meets The Eye
Madison, WI 53704 I www.belllabs.com
Available from your Bell Distributor

